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In his original version of Long-Range Precision Rifle, U.S. Army sniper and avid precision rifle and

long-range rifle shooter, competitor, and enthusiast Anthony Cirincione II put extreme accuracy with

a precision rifle within the reach of any shooter. His instruction was based on 26 months of combat

deployments in Iraq and Afghanistan and his training of squad-designated marksmen for his

battalion. His precision-shooting book proved to be an instant best-seller. In this expanded edition,

Cirincione adds five new sections:"External Ballistic Truing." Although he briefly detailed the process

of external ballistic truing in the first edition, given the level of importance to midrange and

long-range target engagement, he believes that the process of truing deserves a detailed

description."Determining Fast and Correct Windage Adjustments or Holds."Cirincione covered the

creation of a custom windage card for specific guns and pet loads in the first edition, but this added

windage section shares his current process. The old way works fine, but his new method is faster

and more precise, and doesn't require you to look at a card. As always, the process can be applied

to any caliber you are using."Midrange and Long-Range Target Engagement: Magneto Speed V3

Ballistic Chronograph vs. External Ballistic Truing." This section features a report Cirincione sent to

the U.S. Army Sniper School outlining the testing of a barrel-mounted chronograph. The test pitted

the device against his current method of external ballistic truing, given target engagements from 100

to 1,000 yards. It gives you a couple of different options to get on target at extended range."How to

Build a Switch-Barrel Rifle, and the Process of Swapping Barrels." As Cirincione has moved away

from factory bolt-action rifles and into custom-built guns, he thought readers would appreciate

information on how to build one. Not only that, but he also includes specific information on how to

remove and add barrels of different calibers to that same stock and action."Suppressed Subsonic

Shooting." This section is about precision shot placement with subsonic ammo out to 400

yards.Long-Range Precision Rifle: Expanded Edition lays out the most up-to-date methods for

getting the most out of whatever rifle you are using. After discussing rifle, ammunition and optic

selection, Cirincione reveals his tried-and-true methods of gathering and recording data. He takes

you step-by-step through the process of discovering how to make your rifle perform at its peak with

every shot. You will also learn how to adjust for environmental factors and obstructions that lie

between you and your target, and discover why handloading and building your own precision

cartridges is an extra step well worth taking. "Anthony Cirincione was an amazing teacher while

helping me get ready for sniper school. His knowledge and meticulous rifle setup techniques were

instrumental to my success. udents and further help the sniper community."
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I am not typically prone to superlatives unless they are TRULY special. This book, however, is

deserving of the term "GREAT". It is without a doubt the best of all the "long range precision" books

that are currently on the market. I am talking here about general technique and study. There are

some books available that cover certain aspects in amazing detail and in multiple books (I am

thinking here of the books by Bryan Litz...), but this is the best of the ones that treat the "complete"

subject. If you have the available cash I can certainly recommend the aforementioned books by Litz,

as I consider them to have true encyclopedic coverage of detail and fact that is available nowhere

else. But if you purchase all of them (I think there are currently five..??) you will need to come out of

pocket around $200.00.Having said that, I think this book is certainly the best of the commonly

available books on the market that attempt to treat the entire subject. It is reasonably priced, well

written and edited, and with very few bothersome errors of any sort. Cirincione manages to impart a

lot of knowledge and wisdom in clear and concise words. It is obvious that he has been through the

situations depicted in this book. It is also obvious that he knows how to teach. Every subject

mentioned here is treated with the respect due and nothing is glossed over. Specifically, his

treatment of scopes, reticles, and MOA vs. Mils and how to translate between them is noteworthy. In

addition the sections on gathering data, range cards, environmental conditions, and hand loading

are also very noteworthy. There is one other section that I found extremely interesting. That of

shooting over or under obstructions. You never really think about stuff like that until you are faced

with the situation.
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